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1. (a) Define viscous damping. Sketch the displacement response, (v) versus (t) of

undamped and damped SDOF systems for free vibration. Does the natural period of

vibration, T, change in the presence of damping?

6 marksl

(b) Figure 1 shows one-story building is idealized as a rigid girder to supports a rotating

machine. A horizontal force, F(t):700 cos 5.3 t N is exerted on the girder. Assume

the damping of the system is equal to 5oh of critical damping and the value of E :200

x l03MPa. Determine:

(i) the natural circular frequency

(ii) the frequency ratio, r ,

(iii) the static deflection, %

(iv) the steady state amplitude of vibration, given V D, Vo where

the maximum shear force in the column

the maximum bending moment in the column

[8 marks]

(v)

(vi)

90kN

F(t)

Figure I

(c) If frame in Figure 1 is subjected to sinusoidal ground motion Vr(t):5x10'3cos 5.3t N

is exerted instead of F(t), on the girder. Assume the damping of the system is equal to

5% of critical damping and the value of E :200 x 103 MPa. Determine:

l--' vrti

(1- r') + (2(r)'

I:30x106 mma
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the maximum shear force in the column; given u

the maximum bending moment in the column

r'Vo

[6 marks]

2. (a) Define a response spectra in structural dynamic problems'

[4 marks]

(b) Figure 2(a) shows a model of column-mass SDOF system is subjected to two

triangular blast loads, p(t), as shown as Figure 2(b). The weight of the mass block is

2100 kN and the column stiffness, k : 2000 kN/mm. Assume it is an undamped

P
system. Predict the maximum displacement response v - R (--g) and the',tnulnu\K/

maximum total elastic forces developed in the system for both p(t) ' The value of the

maximum response ratio, R,,,o, can be obtained from the displacement response

spectra as shown in Figure 2(c). Give comments on your observations of the results

for both blast loads.

[6 marks]

Blast load, p(t)

----> p(0

t, sec

k:2000 kN/mm

ty :0.05 sec

Blast load, p(t)

-3-

(i)

(i i)

t, sec
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Figure 2(c)

(c) Duhamel Integral is normally used for the evaluation of a linear SDOF system

subjected to arbitrary time varying force. Define the underline term with the help of

the graph Force, (P) versus (t).

[5 marks]

(d) Figure 2(d) shows a spring-mass model for 2DOF system under free vibration. Derive

the equations of motion for the system.

[5 marks]

ur(t)

Figure 2(d)
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(a) Explain the concepts of stable, unstable and neutral equilibrium

suitable sketches/diasrams.
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with the aid of

[6 marks]

(b) Figure 3 shows an initial straight column subjected to an axial load P which acts at an

eccentricity e from the centroidal axis of the column. Obtain the following relation

befween mid-height deflection 6 and ratio P/Ps where Pp : Euler buckling load

:n2El[Lt:

u=,1,""(L tr)-'l
L (2\Pu) l

Sketch a plot of P/PE versus 6 for three different values of e.

Figure 3

Sketch also on the same plot the graph representing the behaviour of an initially

straight column with e:0. Indicate clearly the bifurcation point. Based on the graph,

comment on the effect of imperfection of load on the behaviour of an axially loaded

column.

[4 marks]
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4. (a) Derive the following fourth order differential equation for beam-column :

y'' +kzy

where y:lateral displacement of beam-column, P: axial force acting at both ends of

beam-column, EI : flexural rigidity and ( ...)':d(...)ldx. Next, derive the

coresponding eigenvalue problem for a column with one end fixed and the other end

pinned using the above fourth order differential equation. Solution of the eigenvalue

problem is not required.

[0 marks]

(b) A simple two-bar frame is shown in Fig.2 with fixed and pinned supports at A and C,

respectively. A load P acts at end B of vertical member AB. Obtain the effective

length L" for the two-bar frame by using the following equation for an elastically

retrained column :

(1 - X, - ),2 - ltAz@2)@ sin @ + (2 + )",Q2 + 2r@ 
2 

) cos Q - 2 = 0

where l,r:EI/(cUL),X2:El/(a2L), @=kL, k2:P/El,EI : flexural rigidity of columq L :

length of column, dt, d2: rotational stiffness of end 1 and2 of column being studied,

respectively.

[0 marks]

=0 . k'= P.EI

Figure 4
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5. (a) Figure 5 shows a braced frames with the bottom ends of both columns pinned.

Justiff the following statement : Pe < P", <2.04Ps, where Pe: Euler load, P.r: critical load of

the column in the frame of Figure 5.

[6 marks]

16: moment inertia of
column

Is: moment inertia of beam

Figure 5

(b) Figure 5 shows a column fixed at one end and free at the other end. Section moment

inertia of the column is 2I from A to B and I from B to C. The column is subjected to

an axial load P at end C.

Evaluate the approximate critic4l load of the column using Rayleigh-Ritz

method. Assume the slightly bent configuration of the colum as

y = Arx2 + Arx3 .

Analysis using Rayleigh-Ritz method has shown that the critical load of the

columnis P""=5EIf L'? whenyisassumed as y-Arx2. Commentonthe

difference between this critical load with the one obtained in (i).

[4 marks]

Figure 6
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(ii)
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